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PaveWare™

This range masterfully captures the 
elegant appearance of natural stone. 
Whether you are an urban streetscape 
designer or homeowner you’ll find our 
PaveWare™ range offers you the ability 
to transform outdoor spaces into totally 
unforgettable places.

Disclaimer: Colours may vary from region 
to region as all Firth Masonry products are 
made from natural materials which are locally 
sourced.  Firth recommends viewing  actual 
product, produced in your region, before 
making your final purchase decision.  Special 
colours and mixes must comply with Firths 
“Made to Order” policies which vary from 
region to region. Contact your local Firth 
office and they will be happy to assist. 



Piazza
European in design,  
and versatile in size.

Piazza  
Colour: Blacksands (special Made To Order mix)
Finish: Bush Hammered
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Piazza
Masterfully capturing the elegant appearance of 
natural stone, this is a beautiful paver with unique 
dimensions. The Piazza works well for large 
commercial designs and urban streetscapes to 
residential hardscape designs. Create your own 
unique-to-you colour and aggregate mix design*.

The dimensions of the Piazza are exactly half 
the Forum Flagstone™, giving you the ability to 
incorporate a large format and medium format 
paver into your design. Sealing these pavers is  
a best practice for further protection from  
the elements. 

Dimensions (mm)

Quantity per m2 = 
12.5 units 

*Disclaimer: Colours may vary from region to region as all Firth Masonry products 
are made from natural materials which are locally sourced.  Firth recommends 
viewing  actual product, produced in your region, before making your final 
purchase decision.  Special colours and mixes must comply with Firths “Made to 
Order” policies which vary from region to region. Contact your local Firth office 
and they will be happy to assist. 

Colour Tones & Finish Options

Blacksands 
Honed

Blacksands 
Bush 
Hammered

Blacksands 
Fairface

Graphite 
Honed

Graphite 
Bush 
Hammered

Graphite 
Fairface

Natural 
Honed

Natural 
Hammered

Natural 
Fairface

400 200

60/80

60mm: suitable for pedestrian traffic 
80mm: check with Firth for vehicular traffic loading
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Palermo™  

Colour: Mezzanotte

Palermo™

The beauty 
appears when  
the rich and 
varying colours 
of the natural 
aggregate are 
exposed after 
these pavers  
are honed. 
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Palermo™

Create a modern terrazzo looking outdoor area 
with the Palermo™ paver. The large format 
makes it more economical to lay than smaller 
sizes. Honing creates a smooth, yet non-slip 
surface, perfect for pedestrian areas. Sealing 
these pavers is a best practice for further 
protection from the elements. 

Dimensions (mm)

Quantity per m2 =  
5 units 

Disclaimer: Colours may vary from region to region as all Firth Masonry products 
are made from natural materials which are locally sourced.  Firth recommends 
viewing  actual product, produced in your region, before making your final 
purchase decision.  Special colours and mixes must comply with Firths “Made to 
Order” policies which vary from region to region. Contact your local Firth office 
and they will be happy to assist. 

Colour Tones & Finish Options

Chiaro Mezzanotte

450 450

50
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Holland® Textured
Its exceptional strength and 
durability, combined with 
the complimentary colour 
tones, creates the popularity 
of Holland® pavers. 

Holland® Textured   
Colour: Natural
Finish: Bush Hammered
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Holland® Textured
With its simple shape Holland® Textured pavers 
are a practical choice for a variety of residential 
and commercial installations. It is a proven 
product in many different designs and is further 
enhanced with the option of either a honed 
or bush hammered finish. The 60mm paver is 
suited for residential and driveway applications 
and the 80mm is best suited in commercial 
streetscape designs. Combine these pavers into 
your design using any of the PaveWare™ range. 
The bush hammered finish provides perfect slip 
resistance on sloping sites.

Dimensions (mm)

Quantity per m2 = 
50 units 

200 100

60/80

Disclaimer: Colours may vary from region to region as all Firth Masonry products 
are made from natural materials which are locally sourced.  Firth recommends 
viewing  actual product, produced in your region, before making your final 
purchase decision.  Special colours and mixes must comply with Firths “Made to 
Order” policies which vary from region to region. Contact your local Firth office 
and they will be happy to assist. 

Colour Tones & Finish Options

Blacksands 
Honed

Blacksands 
Bush 
Hammered

Graphite 
Honed

Graphite 
Bush 
Hammered

Natural 
Honed

Natural 
Hammered
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Holland® Set
Cobbled-stone 
appearance 
recalls images 
of wandering 
through old 
European 
avenues. 

Holland®  Set   
Colour: Graphite and Blacksands
Finish: Fairface
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Holland® Set
The trademark cobbled-looking surface of  
the Holland® Set gives you the ability to  
create a traditional stone look. Holland® Sets 
are robust enough for a number of different 
design applications from urban vehicular rumble 
strips to parking bays. For upmarket bespoke 
concrete driveways you can incorporate bands 
of Holland® Sets. Mix and match textures and 
incorporate innovative laying designs to create  
a true stonescape environment.

Dimensions (mm)

Quantity per m2 = 
50 units 

200 100

60/80

Disclaimer: Colours may vary from region to region as all Firth Masonry products 
are made from natural materials which are locally sourced.  Firth recommends 
viewing  actual product, produced in your region, before making your final 
purchase decision.  Special colours and mixes must comply with Firths “Made to 
Order” policies which vary from region to region. Contact your local Firth office 
and they will be happy to assist. 

Colour Tones & Finish Options

Blacksands 
Honed

Blacksands 
Bush 
Hammered

Blacksands 
Fairface

Graphite 
Honed

Graphite 
Bush 
Hammered

Graphite 
Fairface

Natural 
Honed

Natural 
Hammered

Natural 
Fairface
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Forum Flagstone™

The perfect size for  
large design areas,  
this impressive paver 
masterfully captures  
the elegant appearance  
of natural stone.

Forum Flagstone™  
Colour: Blacksands
Finish: Bush Hammered
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Forum 
Flagstone™

These hard wearing and impressive pavers 
provide designers and homeowners with a 
perfectly integrated, natural, stone-looking 
hardscape. This paver is available in 80mm 
commercial grade in a range of natural
colour tones and textures. Forum Flagstone™ 
dimensions are twice the size of the Piazza. 
This offers the ability to incorporate a large 
format and medium format paver in your 
design. Sealing these pavers is best practice  
for further protection from the elements.

Dimensions (mm)

Quantity per m2 = 
6.25 units 

Disclaimer: Colours may vary from region to region as all Firth Masonry products 
are made from natural materials which are locally sourced.  Firth recommends 
viewing  actual product, produced in your region, before making your final 
purchase decision.  Special colours and mixes must comply with Firths “Made to 
Order” policies which vary from region to region. Contact your local Firth office 
and they will be happy to assist. 

Colour Tones & Finish Options

Blacksands 
Honed

Blacksands 
Bush 
Hammered

Blacksands 
Fairface

Graphite 
Honed

Graphite 
Bush 
Hammered

Graphite 
Fairface

Natural 
Honed

Natural 
Hammered

Natural 
Fairface

400 400

80

80mm: check with Firth for  
vehicular traffic loading
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Committed to excellence. 
Firth is one of New Zealand’s  
best  known and most trusted 
trade names.

We are the largest and only 
national manufacturer offering 
New Zealanders  a complete  
range of concrete products, 
systems and solutions.

For further information and 
product samples please contact 
Firth on  0800 800 576 or visit 
www.firth.co.nz

Printed July 2013. Colours and 
finishes are subject to change.

Firth Industries 
National Support Office 
Wright Stephenson House 
585 Great South Road 
Penrose, Auckland 1061 
New Zealand


